
Chapter 3 
 
METHODOLOGY 

 
“Basically, I'm a really bad interviewer. I love meeting celebrities, but then I get a bit bored. Once you meet 

them you think ‘really, what an ordinary person’.” 
– Graham Norton, Actor and TV Presenter 

 
 

3.1 Research Done in Taiwan 
 
As previously mentioned, this thesis was developed from a case study on the wind energy 

development company InfraVest written for educational use at the National Chengchi 

University in Taipei.  In the course of research for this project, a number of 

knowledgeable people were interviewed.  The interviews were chosen to provide a 

“multi-perspective” approach so that many different people and points of view were 

heard.   Of the people interviewed were two high ranking people from the German wind 

development company, InfraVest; an employee from the wind energy project planning 

department of state owned TaiPower; four representitives from the Bureau of Energy; and 

grass roots green energy advocate, Zhou Mei Hui.   

The author of this thesis spent six months in an internship at the Taiwan Wind 

Energy Association.  During the course of this internship he was given the opportunity 

to speak with many industry insiders so that he could further understand not only the 

situation in Taiwan, but also wind energy in general.  Numerous discussions were also 

conducted with members form the Taiwan Wind Energy Association.  The author also 

sat in on discussions on the formation of a Taiwanese wind turbine manufacturing 



company with prominent English wind energy consultancy firm. 

 

3.2 Research Conducted for China    
 
The interviewing done for China was much more limited.  Of the five major power 

producers contacted, none were willing to answer questions.  However, a member of a 

government sponsored wind energy organization was interviewed twice.  This person 

requested that his name not be mentioned.   

Fortunately, the amount of documentation on wind development in China is much 

greater than that in Taiwan, so quotes and opinions are derived from this body of work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 


